**November 2021**

**Talent Garden Program**

**Black Rock with Notekpeppers**

Multiple cultural, educational, and pedestalization data suggests that young Black men are entering and graduating at lower rates than in the 70's, 80's and 90's, compromising the disparities in health outcomes and academic success.

We want to change that and our first Youth Summit event is coming up on Saturday, December 4, when young Black men, ages 13-18, will be on the HOMC campus to learn about medicine and meet out with Black physicians.

We follow that with an open showcasing approaches and intersection. We're working directly with Minneapolis, Hopkins, Brookly Park, Osseo and Brooklyn Center schools and their counselors, and STEM teachers, plus a host of other schools and organizations. To learn more and to find out how to register and manage events or to get your questions answered, send an email to talentgarden@ hcmed.org.

**How did we get here? A Brief History of Biases in Medicine**

Native American breast cancer screening improvement

Celebrate Native American Heritage Month with Twin Cities PBS

November 17, 12pm EDT

Indigenous Lessons for the World: Traditional Perspectives on the COVID-19 Pandemic & Climate Change

November 12, 5pm EDT

Pendant Beading

Johns Hopkins Center for American Indian Health

Here are some of the ways you can participate and learn:

- A webinar with Oren Lyons and Thomas Banyacya Jr.
- A Hispanic Heritage Month program with Evelin Marquez
- A Native American Heritage Month program with Twin Cities PBS
- A Native American Women breast cancer screening improvement

**Contact Us**

Send questions and comments to healthequity@hcmed.org. We want to hear what you are thinking!